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Online Abstract Submission:
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IMPORTANT DATES:
Last date for receiving Abstract/s: July 30, 2012
Intimation of Acceptance of abstract/s & Travel Grant September, 15 2012
Last date for Full paper submission: October 8, 2012
Last Date for Conference and Pre-Conference,
Registration fee: October 31, 2012
For further details: http://www.iassh.org
iassh2004@gmail.com    tenthconfjnu@gmail.com
International Conference

IUAES 2013
17TH WORLD CONGRESS OF INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
Theme: “EVOLVING HUMANITY, EMERGING WORLDS”, MANCHESTER, UK; 5TH-10TH AUGUST 2013, Email: conference@iuaes.org
For details visit: http://www.iuaes2013.org/index.html and For further details visit: http://www.nomadit.co.uk/iuaes/iuaes2013/panels.php?PanelID=1644 or write to: robin.oakley@gmail.com
Further:
CONVENOR : K.Vijayanthimala, kvjmala@yahoo.co.in for the PANEL: BH19
PANEL TITLE: Malnutrition and its impact on Child’s development in India
It is with great pleasure Dr. K.Vijayanthimala (EC Member) is informing to IASSH family that she is organizing a panel entitled: Malnutrition and its impact on Child’s development in India in the forthcoming 17th IUAES World Congress held at University Conference Centre University of Manchester, UK, 5th to 10th August 2013
Submit the abstract through online - Online Abstract Submission - http://www.iuaes2013.org along with a copy to K. Vijayanthimala ,email kvjmala@yahoo.co.in. Feel free to ask if you have any questions.
Mobile - 09440164960

International Conference on “Millennium Development Goals related to Reproductive Health: Status, Challenges and Future Directions” during 18 – 21 March 2012 in Mumbai

Organized by National Institute of Reproductive Health (NIRRH), Mumbai in collaboration with Department of Reproductive Health Research, World Health Organisation (WHO). Dr Vishwa Mohan Katoch, Secretary, Department of Health Research, and Director General, ICMR inaugurated the conference and delivered the Inaugural Address and Padma Bhushan Prof K K Talwar, Chairman, Medical Council of India, presided over the function and delivered Presidential Address. There were 5 plenary lectures and 12 symposia sessions on the topics Gender Equity, Adolescent RH, Nutrition, Reducing Child Mortality, and HIV in Achieving MDG. For further details contact: Dr Kholkute, sankhol@yahoo.com Director, or Dr Balaiah Donta, bdonta2007@yahoo.co.in Deputy Director, NIRRH Mumbai
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National Conference

INDIAN HEALTH ECONOMICS AND POLICY ASSOCIATION (IHEPA): IHEPA is organising its Second Conference during 20th & 21st December 2012 under the aegis of the Institute for Social and Economic Change (ISEC), Bangalore, on “Better Health Access – The Rough Road Ahead”.
Papers along with abstracts may be submitted electronically to secretary.ihepa@gmail.com with Cc to office.ihepa@gmail.com
Important dates: Last day for submission of paper: September 10, 2012,
Communication regarding acceptance: October 15, 2012
Last day of submission of revised paper: November 19, 2012
Research Publications

A.F.Gulenur Islam Barbhuiya : lug_islam@yahoo.co.in

- Health Status with Reference to Age among the Adult Dimasa Kacharis of Palonghat Block of Cachar District, Assam, (Jt.), 2010-2011, Bulletin of the Department of Anthropology, Gauhati University, Vol-XII: 48-55 (ISSN: 2230-9527).
- A Comparative Study on Body Mass Index among the Kaibarta Children of Cachar District and Mishing Children of Lakhimpur District of Assam. (Jt.), 2011, Mankind, Journal of Guru Charan College, Silchar

Dr. Somika Sinha  somikasinha@gmail.com

- “Caste and Inclusive Development of Women in Bihar in Post 1970’s” co-authored by Dr. Niyati Joshi and published by LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing GmbH & Co. KG, Germany in 2012.

Dr. Mohanty S.K  sanjaviips@yahoo.co.in


Dr. M.N.Megeri, Prakash R. Kengnal megeri_mn@rediffmail.com

Research Publications …..

Neelu Singh, neelusingh2000@yahoo.com

Dr. Mohanty S.K sanjayiips@yahoo.co.in

Dr. MARUTHI KUMARR.R, maruthi_rai@rediffmail.com

J. Balamurugan, balasocio@gmail.com

Pawan Kumar pawannwd@gmail.com
- “Socio-economic Status and Self Rated Health among the Elderly in Rural Uttar Pradesh” Indian Journal of Preventive and Social Medicine
- “SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND HEALTH PROFILE OF THE ELDERLY IN U. P. AND KERALA” at 37th All India Sociological Conference at Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), New Delhi during 11 – 13 December 2011.

Sucharita Mishra :sucharita87@gmail.com: "Developmental Policies and Rural Poverty: A Macro Analysis from Odisha Perspective" Presented at National Conference of "Livelihood in the Era of Globalization" sponsored by UGC and ICSSR held at Sambalpur University, Odisha on 16th-17th, March, 2012
Research Publications

Wijewardena K, kumuduwijie@gmail.com

Reports
Dawson A, Wijewardena K
Situational Analysis of Cross Cadre Collaboration across the Health and Educator Sectors in Adolescent Sexual and Reproductive Health (ASRH) in Sri Lanka: A study undertaken, with Human Resources for Health Knowledge Hub, University of New South Wales Sydney// Australia

Research Publications
Mohideen M R Wijewardena K
Dawson A, Wijewardena K
Adolescent sexual and reproductive health care, services and information in Sri Lanka (accepted to Journal of Asia Pacific Journal of Public Health)
Broom A, Wijewardena K, Nayar K
The use of traditional, complementary and alternative medicine (TCAM) in Sri Lankan cancer care: British journal, Public Health http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.puhe.2010.02.012

• Ms. Mamta Singh: mamtasinghbhu@gmail.com
Ph. d thesis on ‘Health program in rural area: a sociological study’ from Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi. She collected data from rural population. She concludes that majority of rural population suffer with illness due to lack of health facilities and majority are not having knowledge about government health programs

• Ms. Shilpi Tanti shilpi.tanti@gmail.com
Shilpi Tanti, K.K.Singh, Arvind Pandey & Shruti Verma “Disparity in Reproductive timing among Young Women in Orissa” Asian Population Association (APA) to be held in Bangkok during August 2012
Shilpi Tanti, K.K.Singh: “Delaying Marriage and Birth Interval influences Family size in India” Presented in XXXI Annual Convention of Indian Society for Probability and Statistics (ISPS) and International Conference on Statistics, Probability and Related Issues which was held in Cochin during December 19-22, 2011

Dr. P. Satya Sekhar, mailto:psekhar9@gmail.com
“A study on Knowledge, Attitudes & Practices related to Maternal and Child Health in Andhra Pradesh” – Jointly with Dr. S. Ram Murthy, Professor in Health Communication. The project conducted by IIHFW, funded by UNICEF with the technical support from John Hopkins University- Centre for Communication Programs (JHUCCP).

Call for Papers for June 2012 Issue (Vol 2 Issue 6)
International Journal of Exclusive Management Research (ISSN 2249 –2585) contactijemr@gmail.com
The vision of the journals is to present a scholastic platform to scholars all over the world to publish their novel, original, empirical and high quality research work. The editorial board would like to publish research papers/articles in international business, finance, banking, service marketing, corporate governance, social responsibility, insurance and emerging areas of management. visit: http://exclusivemba.com/ijemr/
Dr. Mohammad Akram: Associate Professor of Sociology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh akram_soc@yahoo.co.in received Rashtriya Gaurav Award for 2012 by India International Friendship Society, New Delhi for "Meritorious services, outstanding performance and remarkable role" was given at the Constitution Club, New Delhi by Dr. Bhishma Narain Singh, former Governor of Tamil Nadu and Assam.

Dr. Mohammad Akram : akram_soc@yahoo.co.in “Challenges Before Health Planning in India: Preparing Draft of the 12th Five year Plan”, Journal of US-China Public Administration, Vol. 9, No. 2, February, 2012, 229-34 ISSN:1548-6591 , David Publishing Company, EL Monte, CA91731, USA

AWARDS

- Fulbright-Nehru Doctoral and Professional Research Fellowship Opportunities in the United States of America – APPLY NOW
  
  (Designed for Indian scholars who are registered for a Ph.D. at an Indian institution and also for professionals)

USIEF is inviting applications for the Fulbright-Nehru Doctoral and Professional Research Fellowships. These research fellowships, for a maximum period of nine months, are designed for scholars who are registered for a Ph.D. at an Indian institution and also for professionals with significant work experience and accomplishments.

How to Apply


Application Due Date: July 16, 2012

Sudarsan Dash

Dr. Sudarsan Dash | Senior Program Manager | Indian Program | United States-India Educational Foundation | Fulbright Commission in India | 12 Hailey Road | New Delhi 110 001 | +91 11 4209 0945 | +91 11 2332 9718 | ip@usief.org.in | [http://www.usief.org.in](http://www.usief.org.in)

Training Program

Public Health Advocacy June 26 - 29, 2012

The Indian Institute of Public Health, Delhi (IIPH-D), Plot 34, Sector 44, Institutional Area, Plot 34, Sector 44, Institutional Area, Gurgaon-122002, Haryana

This workshop would be suitable for researchers/activists engaged in the domain of Health, managers of Public Health programs including NGOs, program managers of National Programs at the district, state and National levels, Medical Officers of PHCs, CHCs and district Hospitals, and managers from International organizations responsible for managing research and evidence based advocacy projects and programs.

Contact your queries at tanuja.bhandari@iiphd.org, Trannings Team trainings2@iiphd.org

Theories of unbalanced growth focus on the implications from unequal sectoral growth and indicate the strategies for planning and promoting different sectors of the economy for maximizing total economic gain. It is possible to view this issue by using the approaches of equi-marginal sub-regional productives with a purpose to maximize regional productivity. The scarce resources of the regional economy should be allocated as to achieve maximum regional economic welfare, which in turn can be realized by improving productivity in different sub-regions. This book presents various research papers on regional disparity and other related issues.


This book comprehensively deals with sustainable development in various fields, which inter alia, affects the social system in very field of activates viz: education, poverty, population growth, religion, politics etc. Collective papers from the experts in their own disciplines have incorporated in this book.


This book based on micro level research focuses on fertility studies of certain communities brings out the determinants of fertility by castes, religious group and tribal. Each of these communities has its own socio-cultural and religious factors, which have significant influence on the fertility behavior.


Care and support is one of the major challenges to be faced by the elderly in near future. In order to address this issue information about care and support received by the elderly has been examined in this book. Care and support viz: emotional, economic and physical, received by elderly and the dimensions of care and support extended by the caregivers, problems have been explored and presented in this book.
VEGETABLE CARVING – WASTE OF VITAL NUTRIENTS
by
Dr. Anuradha Subramanian, Associate Professor, Dept. of Nutrition & Dietetics, Vellalar College for women, Erode 12, Tamil Nadu, anusai1986@gmail.com

Vegetables and fruits are the rich sources of vitamins and minerals called as protective foods, which play a vital role in preventing deficiency syndromes, and make the body free from infection. According to ICMR, per capita consumption of vegetables should be 100g per day but in India, it is below 30g. Recently in all functions, ceremonies, exhibitions etc. vegetables and fruits are wasted by making different shapes, figures, and designs to attract the public and to show the status of the concern. It is not a healthy point of view to reuse the carved vegetables for eating purposes since it is formed by using chemicals, preservatives, equipments etc.

In olden times, the vegetables were packed in banana leaves or covers, keeping in open place with racks and trays to show variety, size, color, organic mode of cultivation. After the closure of exhibition, the vegetables could be utilized for cooking purposes hence the wastage was found to be less. The price of the vegetables and fruits are so high for the poor to avail minimum vegetables and fruits for their livelihood. Hence more number of children are affected by deficiency syndromes like scurvy, bleeding gum, brittle teeth and nails, skin pigmentation, Bigot’s spot etc. and infectious diseases such as fever, cold, running nose, diarrhoea, constipation and ulceration in oral cavity.

To find the remedy for this sustainable problem, it is better to use artificial flowers, vegetables, fruits etc. for more times without labour or minimum labour power. Otherwise using of vegetables and fruits without any damage as a whole portion to make sure it can be edible after the purpose is over. Moreover, vegetables contain photochemical, antioxidants, lycopene and fiber, which are essential for all body mechanism and prevent damage of cells. Concluding this issue, usage of vegetables should be minimized for carving and decorating purposes. In other words, make the designs, requiring minimum loss and reusable of vegetables for edible purposes.

If you wish to submit informative article for Food for Thought, please mail it to: iassh2004@gmail.com Suitable original articles may find place in the coming IASSH e-newsletter. Article should be brief (not more than 400 words), knowledge based and informative to the scholars- Editor

Tenth Conference: IMPORTANT DATES:
Last date for receiving Abstract/s: July 30, 2012
Intimation of Acceptance of abstracts as oral or poster & Travel Grant: September 15, 2012
Final paper submission: October 8, 2012
Last Date for Conference and Pre-Conference Registration fee: October 31, 2012
No Spot Registration


JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Short term opportunities

UNICEF makes special efforts to recruit qualified women into its professional ranks. UNICEF also endeavours to expand the geographical representation of its staff.

Please Note

UNITED NATIONS does not charge a fee at any stage of the recruitment process (application, interview meeting, processing, training or any other fees). The United Nations does not concern itself with information on bank accounts. If you have any questions as to vacancy announcements you may have received, please refer to UNICEF website.

UNICEF is currently aware of fictitious vacancy announcements that are being circulated through the internet, the purpose of which is to get people to register for employment or training and send in a fee, if you believe the information therein is fraudulent, send a fraud alert e-mail through: www.un.org/en/aboutun/fraudalert/contactform.asp?address=1.

For additional information on the issue, please visit www.un.org/en/aboutun/fraudalert.

• Health Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7695.htm  Location: Jaipur

• Operations Officer  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7694.htm  Location: Bhopal

• Wash (Water, Sanitation & Hygiene) Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7624.htm  Location: Patna, Bihar

• Monitoring & Evaluation Officer  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7609.htm, Delhi

• Nutrition Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7608.htm  Location: Ranchi

• Nutrition Officer  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7607.htm  Location: Bhopal

• Communication Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7594.htm  Location: Jaipur

• Knowledge Management Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7523.htm, Delhi

• Nutrition Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7521.htm, Location: Bhopal,

• Social Policy Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7517.htm, Location: Patna

• Child Protection Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7497.htm, New Delhi

• Social Policy Specialist  http://www.unicef.org/india/overview_7477.htm, Location: Lucknow
Applications are invited for Doctoral Fellowships in Economics/Sociology/Development administration/Population Studies and Education. Areas of specialization include Public Economics, Development Economics, Agricultural Economics, Environmental economics, Monetary Economics, Agricultural International Trade, Decentralised Governance and Planning, Gender Studies, Dalit Studies, Institutional Studies and Development Studies. Candidates should have 55% marks in the Master’s Degree. Age below 28 years (for SC/ST candidates, 33 years). A pass in NET/JRF must for ICSSR fellowships. Value of fellowship for first two years is Rs. 2,500 per month and for the next two years is Rs. 2,800 per month along with Contingency grant of Rs. 5,000 per annum (Fellowships are likely to be revised). Admissions are through entrance test and personality test (interviews) to be held in November. Programme begins from January.

Prescribed application form and full advertisement with relevant details can be had on payment from the Registrar’s Office either in person or by sending DD for Rs. 50 (Rs. 10 in case of SC/ST candidates) together with a self-addressed and stamped (Rs. 9) envelope (28 * 11 cms). Completed applications should reach the Registrar, Institute of Social and Economic Change, Nagarabhavi, PO, Bangalore-560072 on or before a date of September 2012.